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1 Louis and Paul’s 
10 key relational database 
design ideas
 Paul Nielsen and Louis Davidson

Even though the database world is more stable than the app dev world, which
seems to have a hot new language every other week (our procs written in SQL
Server T-SQL 4.21 still run, for the most part), there are still controversies and key
ideas that are worth examining. For the 24 Hours of PASS, we presented a session
on Ten Big Ideas in Database Design: 

1 Denormalization is for wimps
2 Keys are key
3 Generalize, man!
4 Class <> table
5 Data drives design
6 Sets good, cursors bad
7 Properly type data
8 Extensibility through encapsulation
9 Spaghetti is food, not code

10 NOLOCK = no consistency

1. Denormalization is for wimps
A common database development phrase is “Normalize ’till it hurts, then denor-
malize ’till it works.” Poppycock! Although denormalization may have yielded bet-
ter results for OLTP databases using SQL Server 6.5 and earlier, it is only rarely the
case in modern times. 

 For OLTP or operational databases (not reporting databases or BI) a correctly
indexed normalized schema will nearly always perform better than a denormalized
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one. The extra work required to double insert, double update, or pivot denormalized
data when reading will almost always cost more than the perceived benefit of reading
from a single denormalized location. Unless you do performance testing and know
your application’s profile, it is likely that when you denormalize, you’re introducing
performance problems that would have been easy to avoid by learning better SQL
practices. But the root cause of most less-than-normalized databases isn’t an effort to
improve performance; it’s the incompetence of the person designing the database
and the programmers writing the queries.

 In specific cases it’s good to denormalize even in an OLTP database. For example,
within an inventory system, it might make sense to precalculate the inventory transac-
tions and store the quantity on hand for parts per location. Read/write ratios should
be carefully considered, and you should never assume that denormalization is
required without testing it both ways under load—properly normalized and denor-
malized. (And consider asking an MVP in the newsgroups if there is a better way to do
things—helping people is what the MVP program is all about.) 

 First normal form is critical: first normal form means not duplicating columns, but
it also means one fact per attribute with plain, human-readable data, as well as not
having unique rows. Violating first normal form is more common than you might
think: smart keys such as product codes that embed data within the product code vio-
late first normal form. If it takes combining multiple attributes to deduce a fact, that
violates first normal form. Bitmasked attributes that embed data within a binary col-
umn (bit 1 means this, bit 2 means that) is an extreme violation of first normal form
because anyone who can figure out binary encoding should know better. Remember,
good index utilization is very specifically tied to first normal form. Embedded mean-
ing inside a column (for example, the middle three characters of a five-character
string), is not so easily indexed, particularly when it is not the first part of the value.

2. Keys are key
It’s downright scary how many production databases have no primary and foreign key
constraints, and even more use identity integers or GUIDs as the only uniqueness con-
straints on their tables. I guess the idea is that the front-end application is ensuring
only good data is passed to the database. 

 I wonder if those developers have ever flown internationally. In 2007, I (Paul)
made three trips to Russia (and had a great time). At the Delta ticket check-in coun-
ter, they check your passport. When boarding the plane, they check your ticket and
your passport. But in Moscow, the passport control officers don’t just assume that
everything must be okay. They scan your passport, do a quick computer check on your
identity, and verify your Russian visa. In the UK, everyone entering is photographed.
The U.S. takes fingerprints. These are folks who understand the concept of database
enforced keys. 

 There are two true things about every database I’ve ever worked with that had no
keys. First, the IT manager thought the data was good. Second, the database was full of
bad data. 
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 There are some database developers who don’t use keys. Don’t be that guy. 
 While we’re on the subject of primary keys, composite primary keys lead to com-

posite foreign keys, which eventually lead to joining on nine columns and clustered
indexes as wide as the Grand Canyon. Although this is technically not incorrect, it is
annoying, it causes poor performance, and it’s one of the reasons the concept of sur-
rogate keys was introduced. 

 Surrogate keys (INT IDENTITY columns) are small, fast, and popular, but don’t for-
get to add a unique constraint to the candidate key columns or you’ll end up with
duplicates and bad data. That’s just one more guy you don’t want to be. 

3. Generalize, man!
Some so-called “normalized” databases are overly complicated, which causes some
developers to feel that the more normalized a database is, the more tables it will have.
This leads them to say weird things like, “I only normalize to third normal form; other-
wise there are too many tables.”

 A typical cause of an overly complicated database is that the data modeler was
overly specific in determining what types of things should be grouped together into
an entity. This extreme bloats out the number of tables, makes development both
expensive and frustrating, and gives normalization a bad name. 

 On the other extreme, some database designers merge too many types of things
into a single huge gelatinous blob. These database designs appear simple and easy to
work with but in fact tend to exhibit integrity issues over time. 

 The technique that many database developers naturally use but don’t name is
generalization—combining similar types of things to make the databases simpler. A
well-generalized database is still perfectly normalized—the difference is that the scope
of things in an entity has been explicitly designed. This reduces development time,
makes the database more flexible, and increases the life of the database. 

 The art of database design—moving from the extreme to an elegant design—is all
about learning how to generalize entities so you have a database that’s both normal-
ized (has integrity) and usable (meets requirements but is not overly complex). 

4. Class <> table
There’s both a technical and cultural impedance mismatch between the object world
and the database world. Relational databases don’t readily represent inheritance. The
.NET-heads treat the database as nothing more than a data dump, and the database
geeks don’t care to understand classes, inheritance, and objects. Since most shops
have a .NET to database developer or data modeler ratio of about 50 to 1, the database
voices are drowned out. In addition, application programming languages are like ear
candy to managers just dying to get the job done faster, and we just have T-SQL (good
old faithful works-like-a-charm T-SQL, but face it, not the most exciting language). The
result is that management is losing any respect it had for the database discipline. The
database is under attack and losing the war. 
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 Too often the solution is to use an application layer object-relational mapper, such
as NHibernate or the Entity Framework. This provides a poor abstraction for the data-
base. The response is all too often to create a table for every class and a row for every
object. This fails to properly represent the classes. 

 The solution is not something that can be bottled as a magic potion. The object
layer needs to be designed for the .NET needs, and the database for the database’s
needs (that part is easy!).

 Part of the solution is to model the object world in the database using supertypes,
subtypes, and views that join the tables to present all the objects in a class. But some
things are tables in a relational database and multivalued properties in the object.
Some classes will expand to many tables. What is required to make this work? 

 Teamwork. Architects from the relational and object-oriented disciplines need to
work together and build an intermediate layer that works. Then we can build tools to
make that process easier.

5. Data drives design 
According to common wisdom, business logic has no business in the database. If the
point is to keep messy hard-coded logic out of T-SQL code, I agree, but business logic
is most flexible when it’s pushed down from the application front end, down past the
data access layer, down deeper than the stored procedure layer, down past the data-
base schema, all the way into the data. 

 The best place for business logic is in the data. Every variable in the business for-
mula should be stored in the database rather than coded in any programming lan-
guage. The behavior of the application is then determined not by .NET code, or T-SQL
case expressions, but by the data. Joining from the current data set to the business-
rules data sets can dynamically plug the correct values into the business formula for
the appropriate row. An admin application can modify the business-rule data at any
time without code changes. This is the freedom and elegance that a data-driven data-
base adds to the application. 

6. Sets good, cursors bad
Perhaps the most egregious error in SQL Server development is the T-SQL cursor.
Nearly everyone has heard how evil cursors are. Writing a database cursor is like going
to the bank and depositing a million dollars, one dollar at a time, using a million tiny
deposits. In the set-based solution, you just hand over a million one dollar bills at
once. The same work is done (the money is counted and deposited) but the teller will
not have to have a separate conversation with you for each piece of paper. The perfor-
mance difference is obvious, and you are saving 999,999 deposit slips to boot. Typi-
cally a set-based solution will perform a magnitude better than an iterative solution
and will scale significantly better. 

 There are times when writing a cursor is the best technique—when the logic
depends on the order of the rows, or when the code is iterating though DDL code
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generations, for example. But claiming that “it’s really hard to figure out the set-based
way to handle this problem” is not a legitimate reason to write a cursor. Unfortunately,
cursors are sometimes written because the database design is so horrid that set-based
code is nearly impossible. 

 The key point concerning cursors and database design is that a well-normalized
database schema will encourage set-based queries, whereas a denormalized (or never
normalized) database schema will discourage set-based code. That’s one more reason
to normalize that database schema. 

7. Properly type data 
Don’t make every string column VARCHAR(255). Don’t make every column that holds
money values MONEY. You wouldn’t serve pigs from a teacup, nor would you serve tea
from a pig’s trough. Use the right-sized data type; this is the first line of defense in
ensuring the integrity of your data. It is amazing how many databases use VAR-
CHAR(255) when the front-end application only allows 30 characters and report defini-
tions only allow 20. 

TIP Obfuscated database schemas are another real pain, and they serve no
purpose. J12K98D is not a reasonable table name. 

8. Extensibility through encapsulation 
Architects recognize the value of separation of concerns, and encapsulation is the
heart of service-oriented architecture. Why isn’t encapsulation for the database
respected?

 Of all the possible SQL Server practices, one of the very worst is application-based
ad hoc SQL: any SQL statement that is passed directly from the object layer directly ref-
erencing SQL Server tables. Why? Because the tightly-coupled database becomes brit-
tle—a slight change to the database breaks hundreds to thousands of objects
throughout the application code, reports, and ETL processes. An abstraction layer lets
the database developer modify the database and, so long as the database API isn’t
changed, the outside world is not affected. 

 Every individual computing component should be wrapped in a protective layer,
encapsulated to hide the complexities of what’s inside. 

9. Spaghetti is food, not code
Spaghetti coding was very much the norm back in the “good old days” (which weren’t
all that good, if you ask me). We had BASIC or COBOL, and when you wanted to change
the next line that you were executing, you said GOTO 1000, which took you to line 1000
of the source code. It was cool at the time, but as programming became more complex,
this got out of hand, and people were using GOTOs like crazy. The term spaghetti code
referred to how the control jumped all over the place like a strand of spaghetti. 

 So you are probably thinking, “We don’t even use GOTOs in our code.” That’s true,
but what we do is often much worse. Sometimes we write messy code that does
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unnecessary dynamic SQL calls that cannot be readily interpreted by the support per-
son, and in other cases we create blocks of code like the following that are difficult to
support:

IF condition 
       QUERY 
ELSE IF condition 
      QUERY 
ELSE 
     EXECUTE procedure --which in turn has another IF block like this
END 

This kind of spaghetti coding pattern is bad enough, but it really gets messy when it is
difficult to discern where a problem is coming from because it is happening “some-
where” in the code—not in an easily located call. Consider these examples:

An UPDATE fires a trigger that calls a procedure that inserts data in a table that
then fires a trigger that calls a procedure that contains complex business logic. 
A stored procedure uses a temp table created in a different stored procedure,
which is then modified in another stored procedure.
A global temporary table is created in a procedure, and then is used in a differ-
ent connection.
A global cursor is opened in a procedure and is used by other procedures that
may or may not be called or closed.

One of the reasons things like triggers get a bad name is that there is so much overuse
of triggers that fire other triggers and procedures, and programmers don’t like unex-
pected results from the “magic” that triggers can do. And can you blame them? Get-
ting predictable results is very important to the process, and a mess of triggers calling
procedures calling triggers with cursors (and so on) makes getting correct results diffi-
cult and support nearly impossible. 

10. NOLOCK = no consistency
Locks are a very important part of SQL Server to understand. They allow multiple
users to use the same resources without stomping on each other, and if you don’t
understand them, your job of tuning the server is going to be a lot harder. 

 For many people, the seemingly logical way to get around the problem of locks is
to ignore them by using one of these methods:

Using SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED to have all follow-
ing code neither set nor respect locks
Using locking hints of NOLOCK or READUNCOMMITTED on tables in queries

But both of these methods open up more complicated problems for your support sta-
tus. By ignoring locks, you will get rows that are in the middle of being processed, and
they may not be in their final resting place. This means that you may be getting data
that was never committed to the database, or data that is in an intermediate state.
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 What is the solution? Consider how long the locks are held and how much is being
locked. The default isolation level for SQL Server, READ COMMITTED, will generally only
lock one row at a time when it fetches rows. Even inside a transaction, you can get dif-
ferent results for the same query depending on the transaction isolation  level. (Only
the highest  transaction isolation level, serializable, will prevent other users from
changing or adding rows that your query has viewed; snapshot  isolation level will let
your results stay constant by saving changes  temporarily for your queries.) However,
transaction isolation assumes that the server can discern your actions from the struc-
ture of your database. For example, consider the following:

UPDATE tableName
  SET  column = 'Test'
  WHERE tableNameKey = 1

If I asked you how many rows needed to be locked, you would immediately assume
one, right? That depends on the indexing of tableNameKey. If there is no index, an
update will scan every row, and the lock taken could lock all readers out of the table.
Many locking issues fall into this category, where the query processor has to lock many
more rows than would be necessary if it knew that only one row would be affected by
this query.

 In SQL Server 2005, Microsoft added in something called SNAPSHOT isolation level.
In SNAPSHOT isolation level, when you start a transaction, all the data you read will look
exactly as it did when you started the transaction. Currently executing processes don’t
lock you out; they maintain the previous version for anyone who wants to see it. This is
a nifty way to implement a system, but it presents some difficulties for modifying
data—you really have to consider how the SNAPSHOT isolation level will affect your que-
ries and applications. SNAPSHOT transaction isolation uses row versioning to store the
before image of the data in tempdb, so fully understanding the impact on your hard-
ware is very important.

 All of this leads us to a database setting called READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT that will
change the way the default READ COMMITTED isolation behaves. This setting uses SNAP-
SHOT isolation level at a statement level, so the results you get for a query will only
include rows that have been committed; but if someone changes the data after you
start getting results, you won’t see that. This is generally good enough locking, and it
is certainly enough if you are using optimistic locking techniques to protect users
from overwriting other users’ changes.

 One thing that is clear is that concurrency is not an easy problem to solve. In this
chapter, we are pointing out that ignoring locks is not the same as tuning your data-
base system because you are sacrificing consistency for speed. If your data really does
need to be heavily locked, perhaps it’s better to let it be.

Summary
This list of ten key database ideas offers a quick taste of the challenges you’ll face
when designing and developing database applications. It’s not always easy, but unlike
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many other computer-related challenges, the theory and practices for designing and
implementing a relational database have remained relatively stable for many years.
The main reason for this is that when Codd developed the initial relational database
system, he took into consideration the kind of stuff we talked about in our eighth
point: encapsulation. 

 Whereas SQL has remained reasonably stable, the engines that run the database
servers have become more and more powerful. If you follow the rules, normalize your
data schema, and write set-based queries, that SQL statement you write on a small
dataset on your own machine will be far easier to optimize when you get to the reality
of millions of rows on a SQL Server machine in the cloud, where you don’t have access
to the hardware, only the SQL engine.
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